Who We Are
The NAM Legal Center advances the National Association of Manufacturers’ policy objectives in the courts and safeguards our rights and the rights of our members to advocate the interests that make manufacturing strong.

Why We Fight
All over the country and around the world—from state supreme courts, to federal district courts, to the U.S. Supreme Court and the European Court of Justice—when there is a case to be made to protect hard-won legislative gains and expand opportunity for manufacturers, we will be there—and we will win.

Legal Advisory Council
This is where your leadership shines. The NAM Legal Center’s Legal Advisory Council provides a forum for networking, sharing best practices and discussing compliance challenges. It also provides an important avenue for members to stay involved and participate in setting the Legal Center agenda.

Manufacturers’ Compliance Institute
The Manufacturers’ Compliance Institute brings exclusive direct legal help from top-tier law firms—free with membership—so our members can benefit from some of the nation’s best legal minds.

Countering New Threats
Manufacturers are navigating increasingly challenging policy and regulatory issues, as well as litigation threats from all directions. The NAM Legal Center is the leading voice of our industry in the courts. We will continue fighting regulatory overreach, promoting commonsense workplace rules, protecting access to global markets and talent and more.

For more information, contact NAM Senior Vice President and General Counsel Linda Kelly at L.Kelly@nam.org or (202) 637-3060.